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Magnetic moments of Ni monolayers and small ground-state Ni clusters at the Al„001… surface
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Using the embedded atom model potential proposed for Ni-Al systems by Voter and Chen, we performed
molecular-dynamics simulations to compute the quenched structures of small Nin clusters (n<10) deposited
on or just beneath the Al~001! surface. Embedded clusters were always more stable than adsorbed clusters.
Determination of spin-polarized electronic structures using a self-consistentspd tight-binding method showed
that, due to hybridization between the Alsp and Nid states, embedded Nin clusters and adsorbed or embedded
Ni monolayers are nonmagnetic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the interaction of thin film
of transition metals with Al surfaces has attracted consid
able attention because of the potential technological app
tions of transition-metal aluminides as light-weight he
resistant structural materials1 and as metalization layer
on semiconductors.2 Most of the work in this area has bee
experimental. In particular, Shutthanandan and
workers3–9 have used high-energy ion scattering, x-ray ph
toemission spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffrac
to study the growth modes and interface structures of ul
thin Ni, Pd, Fe, and Ti films deposited on single crystal
surfaces at room temperature. They reported that Ti grew
an epitaxial overlayer on both~110! and~001! surfaces, that
Pd and Fe always formed surface alloys with the substr
and that Ni formed an alloy at the~110! surface but tended to
form an overlayer on the~001! surface. Their experimenta
results for Ni/Al~110! ~Ref. 3! were subsequently4 repro-
duced in Monte Carlo simulations using the embedded a
model ~EAM! potential that had been proposed for Ni-A
alloys by Voter and Chen~VC!.10 This potential has recently
been used by Longoet al.11 in quenched molecular dynamic
~MD! simulations to compute the structures and binding
ergies of small Ni clusters and a full Ni monolayer on the
~001! surface. Longoet al.’s results suggested that both th
clusters and the monolayer undergo surface alloying,
whereas the surface alloying of the clusters occurs rapi
that of the monolayer requires an appreciable prior equilib
tion period at a temperature allowing atomic mobilit
quenching without this equilibration period can freeze
system in a state in which the adsorbed Ni layer remains
an Al surface that is hardly altered. This latter finding su
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~16!/11104~5!/$15.00
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gests that the Ni films constructed on the Al~001! surface by
Shutthanandanet al.6 were probably metastable.

The cluster calculations performed by Longoet al.11 were
intended only to determine whether Ni atoms deposited
the surface tended to be embedded in the Al substrate,
placing Al atoms from their initial positions, or remained o
top of the slab at fourfold adsorption sites. No attempt w
made to compute the ground-state structures of the clus
The aim of the paper described here was twofold. First,
wished to determine the ground-state configurations of sm
Ni clusters at the Al~001! surface, within the VC EAM, by
quenching clusters placed in numerous starting configu
tions both on and beneath the surface. Second, we wante
determine the magnetic properties of the ground-state c
ters, which are not calculable using the EAM, in order to s
whether or not their magnetic moments are ‘‘deadened’’
the nonmagnetic Al surface. In view of the numbers of no
equivalent sites in these systems, for this latter purpose
used a self-consistent tight-binding~TB! model similar to
that used by Izquierdoet al.12 to analyze the magnetism o
Co nanoparticles supported on the Cu~111! surface. Deter-
mination of both geometries and magnetic moments with
TB model was deemed unfeasible for the systems consid
in this paper because of the great computational effort
would be involved in performing self-consistent electron
calculations at each step of the geometric optimization~in
cluster physics, self-consistent calculations of both geom
and electronic structure are generally limited to small fr
clusters; see, e.g., Ref. 13!.

The validity of the strategy of first using ann-body po-
tential to determine ground-state structures and a TB mo
to obtain their magnetic moments, which has a preceden
Bouarabet al.’s14 successful calculation of the observed15
11 104 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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average magnetic moments of free-standing Nin clusters us-
ing the so-called Gupta-like potential16 for the structural de-
scription, depends on the accuracy of the ground-state ge
etry located in the first stage. The reliability of the structu
calculations performed in this paper is supported by the p
success of EAM potentials in describing the structures
metal-atom clusters supported on metal surfaces. For
stance, results obtained by Schwoebelet al.17 for Pt clusters
on Pt~001! using the EAM method of Foileset al.18 ~FBD!
agree with the results of field-ion microscopy~FIM! in pre-
dicting that clusters oscillate between chain and island-t
configurations as the number of adatoms increases f
three to six; and Falliset al.’s19 predictions for the mos
stable structures of small Pt clusters on Pt~111! using the VC
EAM agree, with few exceptions, with the geometries o
served in FIM studies of Ir clusters on Ir~111!.20 Hence it is
reasonable to assume that the behavior of Nin clusters on
Al ~001! is well described by the VC EAM Ni-Al potential,10

in spite of its being largely~but not entirely! parametrized on
the basis of bulk properties~see below!. It is worth pointing
out that the structural features of small free Ni-Al cluste
predicted using the VC EAM Ni-Al potential21 agree with
the results afforded by a self-consistent density-functio
method.22

As regards the electronic calculations, the self-consis
TB method is known to be capable of correct description
the electronic structures and itinerant magnetism of a g
variety of transition-metal systems, including free-stand
clusters,14 supported clusters,12 and surfaces and
multilayers.23 Moreover, as is reported below, for Ni mono
layers on or just below the Al~001! surface, this method
affords results similar to those obtained using theab initio
tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital method~TB-LMTO!
with the atomic sphere approximation.24,25

Details of the computations performed to determine
ground-state structures of Nin clusters up ton510 at the Al
~001! surface, and of the method used to compute their m
netic moments, are given in Sec. II. In Sec. III we pres
and discuss our results, and in Sec. IV we summarize
main conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE AND THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND

As indicated above, we computed the ground-state st
tures of small Ni clusters on the Al~001! surface using the
VC version of the EAM, which has an embedding functi
and pair interaction parametrized using properties of the
atomic molecule as well as bulk properties. In particular,
parameters of the Ni-Al potential were optimized by Vot
and Chen10 so as to fit the model to the following large set
experimental data: the elastic constants and vacancy fo
tion energies of pure fcc Ni and pure fcc Al, the bond leng
and bond energies of the diatomic molecules Ni2 and Al2,
the lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic constants,
cancy formation energy, antiphase boundary energies,
superintrinsic stacking fault energy of Ni3Al ( L12), and the
lattice constant and cohesive energy of theB2 phase NiAl. It
is Voter and Chen’s values that were used to calculate,
ing our simulations, the forces experienced by the atom
the Nin /Al(001) systems.
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The Al ~001! surface was modeled by the top~001! layer
of a 15-layer slab of atoms with the bottom 4 layers fix
and periodic boundary conditions along the@100# and @010#
directions. Each layer is comprised of 450-Al atoms. T
atoms in the slab were initially arranged as in bulk Al, b
before addition of the Ni atoms the top 11 layers were
laxed to the minimum-energy configuration using a con
gated gradient procedure.26 As in Ref. 11, we computed the
lowest-energy structures of Nin clusters at the surface b
choosing various initial configurations for each value ofn
and, for each configuration, calculating the minimum ene
of the cluster1substrate system using a quenched MD mi
mization technique in which the velocity of an atom is set
zero whenever the scalar product of its velocity and acc
eration becomes negative.27 The main difference with respec
to the analysis performed in Ref. 11 was that we now
cluded, among the starting configurations, configurations
which the Nin clusters were below the Al~001! surface, i.e.,
were substitutional impurities embedded in the substr
rather than adsorbed clusters. The set of embedded sta
configurations included states with clusters of various sha
embedded in a single one of the top few layers, and st
with clusters occupying various layers. In all cases, the ini
positions of the displaced Al atoms were above top-la
fourfold symmetry sites lying over the embedded clusters

Using the cluster geometries and interatomic distan
obtained as described above, we computed the magn
moments distribution of the Nin /Al(001) systems as follows
The spin-polarized electronic structure of the deposited
clusters and their surrounding Al atoms was determined
self-consistently solving a TB Hamiltonian for thes, p, andd
valence electrons in a mean-field approximation.12,28 In the
usual second quantization notation, the real-space Ha
tonianH is given by

H5 (
i ,a,s

e iasNias1 (
i ,a,s
iÞ j

t i j
abcias

† cj bs , ~1!

wherecias
† (cj bs) is the operator for the creation~annihila-

tion! of an electron with spins and orbital statea (b) at
atomic sitei ( j ), andNias is the number operator. Electro
delocalization within the system is described by the hopp
integralst i j

ab , which we included up to the second neighbo
and assumed to be spin independent. The hopping integ
between atoms of the same element were determined u
the Slater-Koster approximation, with two-center hopping
tegrals reproducing the band structure of the bulk me
taken from Papaconstantopoulos’Handbook of the Band
Structure of Elemental Solids.29 Since the interatomic dis
tances given by the MD simulations differed a little from th
distances in the bulk, we assumed that in the neighborh
of the ideal first- and second-nearest neighbor distances
hopping integrals obey the usual power law (r 0 /r i j )

l 1 l 811,
wherer 0 is the bulk first-~or second-! nearest-neighbor dis
tance, andl and l 8 are the orbital angular momenta of th
spin-orbital states involved in the hopping process.30 The
heteronuclear hoppings were calculated as the average o
corresponding homonuclear hoppings.
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The spin-dependent diagonal termse ias in the Hamil-
tonian include electron-electron interaction through a corr
tion of the energy levels, and are given by

e ias5e ia
0 1zs (

b

Ji ,ab

2
m ib1V ia . ~2!

Here, e ia
0 is the bare energy of orbitala at site i ~that is,

excluding Coulomb interactions!. The second term is the cor
rection for spin polarization of the electrons at sitei (m ib
5^Nib↑&2^Nib↓&), that is, the local magnetic moment e
cluding the orbital part. In this second term, theJi ,ab are the
exchange integrals andzs is the sign function (z↑511; z↓
521). As usual, we neglected the exchange integrals
volving sp electrons, taking into account only the integr
corresponding to thed electrons of Ni.~Note that spin polar-
ization of the delocalizedsp band is also possible as a co
sequence of hybridization with thed states.! J5Jdd(Ni) was
optimized so as to reproduce the local magnetic moment
bulk fcc Ni, of an Ni monolayer supported on the Al~001!
surface, and of Ni monolayers embedded one and two la
below that surface, the interlayer distances being determ
using the same geometrical optimization procedure as for
deposited clusters; the local magnetic moment values to
reproduced were obtained using ak-space scalar relativistic
version of theab initio TB-LMTO method with the atomic
sphere approximation24,25 ~this method is based on the loc
spin-density approximation31 of the density-functional
theory32,33!. Finally, the site and orbital-dependent potenti
V ia were self-consistently determined in order to obtain
ab initio sp and d occupations of an ideal Ni monolaye
embedded two layers below the Al~001! surface.

The magnetic-moments distribution was determined
integrating the majority and minority local densities-of-sta
~LDOS! up to the Fermi energy. The LDOS were obtain
from the diagonal elements of the Green function, wh
were computed using the recursion method34 with a suffi-
cient number of levels in the continued fraction to ensure
stability of the results.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our VC EAM structural calculations for Nin /Al(001)
systems showed that, for eachn, the most stable configura
tion was an embedded structure obtained by quenching
embedded starting configuration. In particular, these low
energy embedded structures were in all cases more s
than the most stable structure obtained by quenching an
sorbed starting configuration~Table I!. Similar results have
been found by Pattheyet al.35 and Schneideret al.36 for Pd
clusters on Ag~001! and Ag~110!, respectively, using the
FBD version of the EAM.18 As Fig. 1 shows, the lowest
energy Ni clusters were generally close-packed islands
bedded in the second layer of the Al substrate; the only
ception was Ni2, which was embedded in the third laye
although this configuration is almost isoenergetic with a
other in which the two Ni atoms are embedded in the sec
layer. Hence our results confirm the tendency for Ni atom
be embedded in the Al~001! surface that was observed
Ref. 11. We assume that clusters deposited on the surfa
room temperature~say! would eventually adopt the lowes
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energy embedded structures if annealed slowly enough.
The TB-LMTO results for the electronic structures of N

monolayers supported on Al~001! or embedded below the
surface show that the Ni atoms lose their magnetic mome
due to hybridization with thesp states of Al. Note that when
the Ni monolayer is deposited on the Al surface, Ni-Ni d
tances are longer than in pure fcc Ni because the lattice
rameter of Al~4.05 Å! is larger than that of Ni~3.52 Å!,37

and that in the absence of Ni-Al hybridization the magne
moments of the Ni atoms would therefore be larger than
the bulk, being closer to the atomic limit.

The hybridization is reflected in the LDOS, shown in Fi
2 for some inequivalent sites of a system composed of an
monolayer embedded two layers below the Al~001! surface
@the results for the Ni monolayer resting on top of Al~001!
and for the Ni monolayer embedded one layer below
surface exhibit similar characteristics, and for the sake
brevity are not shown here#. In this case, the inequivalen
sites represent different~001! layers. Below the Fermi level

TABLE I. Comparison of the minimum energies o
Nin /Al(001) systems (n52210) for adsorbed clusters~structures
reported in Ref. 11! and embedded clusters~structures shown in
Fig. 1!, as obtained using the VC EAM Ni-Al potential. Units are
eV.

n Adsorbed Embedded

2 222293.5870 222294.6783
3 222298.4158 222299.8689
4 222302.7250 222305.2620
5 222307.7903 222310.3024
6 222312.5997 222315.6355
7 222317.1463 222320.8124
8 222321.7012 222326.0788
9 222326.4605 222331.3352

10 222331.2144 222336.5586

FIG. 1. Predicted ground-state structures of Nin clusters at the
Al ~001! surface~dark spheres represent Ni atoms; for clarity, t
Al atoms situated above the Ni clusters have been removed!.
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the Ni LDOS is composed of localizedd-type states with
negligible sp character, and of delocalizedsp-type states
reflectingsp-d hybridization mainly at the borders of thed
2type band, where the electronic states have similar deg
of d and sp character. As a consequence of thesp2d hy-
bridization, the effectived bandwidth increases~notice that
strong d character persists up to at least 3 eV above
Fermi level!.

In a study of free-standing Fe clusters using a TB mo

FIG. 2. Local densities of electronic states~LDOS! at some
inequivalent sites@different ~001! layers# of the system formed by
an Ni monolayer embedded two layers below the Al~001! surface,
as calculated using theab initio TB-LMTO method. The LDOS at
the Al sites locatedn layers above or below the Ni layer are label
Al1n or Al-n, respectively (Al12 corresponds, therefore, to th
Al surface layer!. The d projection of the LDOS is plotted with a
solid line, thesp projection with a dotted line. The upper~lower!
part of the LDOS corresponds to the spin-up~spin-down! projec-
tion. The vertical line indicates the Fermi level.
es

e

l

similar to that employed here, Vegaet al.28 found thatsp-d
hybridization tended to reduce spin polarization because
these low-dimensional systems the resulting increase in
effectived bandwidth took thed band beyond the magneti
saturation limit. In the case of pure Ni systems, spin pol
ization comes mainly from the fewd holes in the minority
part of the density-of-states; the majority part is nearly sa
rated. Since the number of holes is very small, the magn
moment of Ni systems is generally much smaller than
other magnetic transition-metal systems, such as those c
posed of Fe. Figure 2 shows that in the presence of the
localized sp-type states of Al, the majority part of the N
density-of-states is no longer saturated, and magnetiza
consequently vanishes.

Before using the real-space TB model and parametr
tion described in the previous section to investigate whet
or not the previously determined Ni cluster ground sta
have a magnetic moment, we first tested it by using it
recalculate the electronic structure in the Ni monolayer c
and comparing the resulting LDOS with those obtained us
the ab initio TB-LMTO method. The two methods wer
found to give qualitatively similar results as regards hybr
ization, bandwidths, etc., especially for the occupied sta
and those close to the Fermi level. In particular, no mag
tization was obtained in the Ni monolayers using the e
change parameter that affords the correct magnetic mom
of Ni in the bulk fcc structure (0.60mB , wheremB is the
Bohr magneton; Ref. 37!. We accordingly proceeded to us
the TB model parametrization to study Ni clusters.

Figure 3 shows the LDOS at some representative site

FIG. 3. Local densities of electronic states~LDOS! at some
representative inequivalent sites of the Ni6 /Al(001) system, as cal-
culated using the self-consistent TB model~only a portion of the
model system is shown!: Ni A, central Ni atoms; Ni B, Ni atoms at
the cluster ends; Al C, top-layer Al atoms resting on four Ni atom
Al D, third-layer Al atoms under four Ni atoms; Al E, displaced A
atoms on top of the top layer and laying over Ni B atoms. Orb
and spin projections are plotted as in Fig. 2. The lower resolution
this plot as compared with that of Fig. 2 is a consequence of
Lorentzian broadening in the recursion method used in the TB
culations.
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the ground-state system obtained for Ni6. In this case there
are two inequivalent Ni sites that have different LDOS b
cause of their different local environments. The clusters w
found to be nonmagnetic for the same reasons as the
monolayers:sp-d hybridization and the resulting increase
the effectived bandwidth, as reflected in the partialsp andd
densities-of-states. The other Nin clusters (2<n<10) be-
haved similarly.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we used the VC EAM Ni-Al potential t
compute the ground-state structures of small Nin clusters
(2<n<10) on or just below the Al~001! surface. Our re-
sults showed that embedded clusters are always more s
than the adsorbed clusters, a finding which clarifies and
proves the simulation results reported in Ref. 11. The m
netic properties of the Nin /Al(001) systems were determine
using a self-consistent TB method, the accuracy of wh
was previously tested by comparing the results it afforded
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monolayers supported on or embedded in Al~001! with those
derived using theab initio TB-LMTO method. It was found
that, due tosp-d hybridization effects, both embedded o
supported Ni monolayers, and embedded Ni clusters,
nonmagnetic.

Work is currently being undertaken to determine wheth
clusters of more magnetic transition-metal atoms, such a
and Co, can sustain magnetic moments when deposite
Al.
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